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ABSTRACT

Machine translation (MT) aims to translate texts with minimal human involvement. MT has evolved to generate more comprehensive outputs with less human editing, and the utilization of machine learning methods is pivotal to its success. The purpose of this report was to gain insights into MT technologies in hopes of understanding the shortcomings and strengths of different approaches. This report surveyed and showed experiments on MT technologies, including rule-based MT, statistical MT, neural MT, and neural MT with attention mechanism.
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I. **INTRODUCTION**

Language barriers have been less significant since machine translation technologies have bridged the gap between people using different languages. Machine translation (MT) has been evolving to produce a more natural translation, so applications like Google Translate and YouTube translated subtitles have become critical for people to understand content in foreign languages. Knowing MT plays an important role in people’s lives, this project aims to extend the current technologies from translating sentences and paragraphs to producing coherent translations of documents.

Rule-based models are the rudimentary techniques used in MT. They form a 1-to-1 table by mapping all words to their corresponding translations, but that can result in incoherent translations when a word has various meanings under different contexts. Statistical machine translation (SMT) seeks to resolve this issue, by translating words with probability aligning to word usage. Although SMT provides a solution to translate languages without specifying every rule between languages, the complicated relationship between languages cannot be well captured with SMT.

As neural networks became a powerful tool across different domains, neural machine translation (NMT) was also deployed to the machine translation field, by utilizing neural networks to incorporate the context to determine the most reasonable translation. Yang, Wang, and Chu [1] and Felix [2] showed that NMT models have grown, have improved the translation quality, and have become the pillar of MT.

We now discuss the organization of this report: this report aimed to explore the path of machine translation history, where four machine translation techniques, including rule-based MT, statistical MT, neural MT, and attention-based neural MT, would be studied and experimented with. Each of the technologies was listed as a deliverable for this report, presented in Sections III to VI.
II. MACHINE TRANSLATION TYPES

Before the discussion on the deliverables, classifications of MT techniques would be presented. All machine translation technologies can be categorized into the following three types or mixtures of them. The three types of MT, direct translation, indirect translation, and transfer translation, describe how source languages (SL) are mapped to target languages (TL).

Direct translation maps SL directly to TL, so the relationship between translations can be easily observed. However, the disadvantage of this strategy is the exponential growth of the set of relationships: for translation between $N$ languages, $N(N - 1)$ sets of relationships were required.

Indirect translation adds an additional interlingua (IL) layer between two languages so that fewer sets of rules are required for multi-language MT. Instead of translating SL to TL directly, SL was first mapped to IL, which preserved the semantic information, and TL was generated from IL information. With this approach, merely $2N$ sets of rules are required for translation between $N$ languages.

Transfer translation attaches an extra layer of IL from the indirect translation schema, so the two layers of IL act as abstractions of SL and TL respectively. This approach resolves the challenge of synthesizing different TL with the same piece of IL. Instead of synthesizing TL from the abstraction of SL, an additional transition to convert abstracted information from SL to TL was deployed.

III. RULE-BASED MACHINE TRANSLATION

The goal for the first deliverable was to understand one of the most apparent ways of implementing machine translation: manually describing the transition between languages, namely, Rule-based
machine translation (RBMT). Although the concept of MT was brought up in the seventeenth century, it was until 1933 that Artsrouni and Sminnov-Troyanskii published a concrete proposal utilizing a paper tape machine for translation, which could be categorized as RBMT [3].

RBMT models follow a set of rules to perform translation, and the difference between swapping every word in the SL into TL was more complex rules, such as re-ordering, could be specified in RBMT. The advantage of RBMT is the results are deterministic and predictable: once the rules were set, the outputs are determined. This makes the rules calibration easier: one can trace the rules that produce unexpected results and make changes accordingly.

The experiments aimed to perform translations on sentences that had simple structures, and Universal Rule-Based Machine Translation toolkit [4] was utilized.

Sentences that had one-to-one mapping between English and Chinese, as shown in Fig. 2, were tested. Since the relationships between the two languages were straightforward, once the rules were properly configured, the translation would be correct.

With successful results, experiments on sentences that contained words that could be ambiguous were wanted. In the two source sentences in Fig3., the two ‘make’s mean differently. Since the rules must be deterministic, RBMT failed to resolve different meanings in these two sentences.
RBMT showcased the practicality of translating with machines. Despite its inability to provide more than one translation from the same words, it provided users with a general idea of the information written in languages one didn’t understand.

RBMT generates deterministic translations once the rules were set, and that can be a beneficial property in MT systems, where developers could easily adjust the system for desired effects. On the other hand, determinism also hindered the ability of the system to provide proper translations under different contexts.

IV. **Statistical Machine Translation**

In this deliverable, we look at statistical machine translation (SMT), which aimed to provide flexibility to translations and resolve the problems seen in RBMT. While RBMT was thriving from the 1930s to the 1950s, Weaver proposed the idea of utilizing statistics in languages to produce translations [3]. Although RBMT provides satisfying translation, it requires complex rule definition, pre-editing, and post-editing. In contrast, SMT simply looks at the relationship between the statistics of SL and the probability of all the possible candidates in TL. With SMT, programmers didn't need to define every single rule between SL and TL, instead, the task became gathering an abundant amount of data to obtain an unbiased statistic for every word.

SMT tasks are described in the following equation, which aims to find the best candidate $\hat{t}$ for a given source language vocabulary $s$ from the TL distribution $T$.

$$\hat{t} = \arg\max_{t \in T} P(t|s)$$
In the formula above, there were various implementations of the function $P$, such as Charniak’s model [5], greedy algorithm, etc. Charniak developed an English parser that describes the probability of a specific word being which part of speech [6], i.e., the parser informs users about the probability of a sentence being legitimate. Therefore, the translation model from Charniak not only considers the best candidate from the statistics of SL and TL, but it also utilizes the parser to eliminate those candidates that would decrease the sentences’ validity.

The greedy approach for SMT is relatively simple: it chooses the best candidate based on its current options and disregarded all other information. A greedy SMT pseudo-code was presented:

```
1 translate(S)
2   result = ⌀
3   for s in S
4     candidates = getCandidate(s)
5     bestCandidate, bestScore = ⌀, -1
6     for candidate in candidates
7        if(probability(s, candidate) > bestScore)
8           bestCandidate = candidate
9           bestScore = probability(s, candidate)
10      end if
11   end for
12   result = result + bestCandidate
13 end for
14 return result
```

The `getCandidate` function on line 4 retrieves all the possible translations for source language vocabulary $s$, and the `probability` function on lines 7 and 9 returns the probability of the first argument being translated into the second argument. The `translate` function translates all the vocabulary in the SL sentence into TL based on the most popular translation and joined all the TL vocabulary together.

In the next experiment, a more complicated version of greedy SMT was tested, where the translating function could be abstracted as:
In line 4, the `argmax_prob` function can be described as $\text{argmax}_{t_i \in T} P(t_i|s_i) + P(t_{i-1}, t_i, t_{i+1})$, where the former term in the formula, $P(t_i|s_i)$, indicates the probability of an SL word $s_i$ being translated into the TL word $t_i$, and the latter term, $P(t_{i-1}, t_i, t_{i+1})$, defines how probable $[t_{i-1}, t_i, t_{i+1}]$ was in TL usage (where $t_{i-1}$ is the TL word before $t_i$, and $t_{i+1}$ is the TL word after $t_i$). To address the ordering problem, the program examined if swapping items in bigrams increased the bigram probability in TL usage in the loop in line 7.

Fig. 4. SMT results
The function translate was repeated multiple times until the probability stopped increasing. Despite the accuracy, which was calculated by the number of matched words divided by the length of the sentence without considering synonyms or any other information, shown in Fig.4 was within the range of 32% to 0%, the translation was comprehensible.

V. NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION

The purpose of this deliverable was to perform experiments on neural machine translation (NMT) to gain fundamental knowledge about sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models. As neural networks became dominant in various fields such as visual object detection, trend prediction, etc., researchers tried to utilize neural networks to further improve machine translation. Although neural networks have presented excelling capabilities, the nature of neural networks might contradict some tasks. Different from trend prediction and object detection, machine translation has a variable length in both input and output. The input shape of a machine translation project can vary from 5 (a short sentence) to 500 (a paragraph); moreover, the output shape is also indeterministic: two sentences having the same shape can have different lengths when translated into TL.

Without the capability to consume variable-sized input and generate outputs accordingly, it will constrain MT applications to be flexible enough to become practical. To enable neural networks to consume and output variable-shaped sentences, Hochreiter [7] designed a neural network that can generate translations in different shapes as well as consume variable input shapes.

Hochreiter [7] presented a design that allows neural networks to produce variable-shaped outputs with two long short-term memory (LSTM) neural networks. Since the input and output shapes were variable, those having such properties are later referred to as seq2seq models. LSTMs are similar to recurrent neural networks (RNNs), but they solve the vanishing gradient problem [8].
that is often found in RNNs. The inputs were first preprocessed by padding empty strings to the maximum length that this application aims to take so all the inputs had equivalent lengths without introducing significant bias. The first LSTM summarized the input sentences, producing a vector that acted as activations for the next LSTM. The second LSTM then took the summarized vector and produced the translation until it generated a special token <EOS>, abbreviated from “end of sentence”.

A dual LSTM setup was implemented, aiming to translate English sentences into Chinese from UM-corpus [9]. The model was designed with two LSTMs, one for encoding information in English sentences while the other one decoded the information. To reduce the workload on hardware, an embedding layer was introduced to first shrink the input size from 15k to 1k. With a reduced size input, the encoder LSTM then summarized the embeddings, and the decoder LSTM eventually generated corresponding output from the summary given by the encoder LSTM.

With the embedding layer generating a 1024-long vector and configuring both encoder and decoder LSTM to be the shape of 128 after 3000 epochs of training, the model gave the accuracy as shown in Fig. 5. The training accuracy kept increasing, but the validation accuracy essentially remained the same. Therefore, the current configuration might not improve further with more training epochs.
Looking at the translations from the model, some sentences were translated properly while some were not shown in Fig 7. The first translation completely failed, where the decoder couldn’t properly generate any meaningful words but kept repeating the word “的”. The reason for getting this result was the encoding for the word “的” was close to the untrained model output (shown in Fig 6.), i.e., it could be viewed because of not being trained at all. The second sentence improved on its sentence structure, where less stuttering was observed, but the translation didn’t match the meaning of the original sentence. The third translation had a high quality: the model translated the meaning correctly, produced a valid sentence structure, and the difference between the ground truth (时事新闻节目) and the output (新闻报导) was acceptable as they were synonyms. With these three sentences, a gradient of how this model could learn was presented.
The last deliverable focused on the attention mechanism, which would be the main technology used in CS 298 project. LSTMs address the vanishing gradient problem [8], but the vanishing effect remains noticeable when the distance between two related items in a sequence is beyond the capability of the memory. Bahdanau et al. [10] introduced the attention mechanism to mimic human translators: cutting a long sentence into smaller fragments and processing each of them. Instead of trying to memorize all the necessary context, the attention mechanism scanned through the passage and looked for the related terms, mimicking human translators paying attention to the keywords in passages. “Attention” described how related two items were. For instance, the term “device” had high attention with “computer” could imply “device” was referring to “computer” in a sentence.
Attention mechanism applied three different information extraction functions to each component in the input sequence: query, key, and value, where all three functions were linear transformations of the input value as follows:

Query: \( q_i = W_q a_i \) where \( W \) were trainable weights for different functions

Key: \( k_i = W_k a_i \) and \( a \) were inputs to be parsed

Value: \( v_i = W_v a_i \)

With all \( q, k, \) and \( v \) values for each component in the sequence, the attention score between components is computed as \( \alpha_{1,2} = q_1 \cdot k_2 \), where \( \alpha_{1,2} \) is the attention score between the first and second items. All \( q \) and \( k \) permutations are multiplied to obtain all attention scores, and all the attention scores will be normalized and multiplied to all corresponding \( v \). The output of an attention layer is \( \text{softmax}(QK^T)V \), where \( Q, V \) are matrices of \( q \) and \( v \) values, and \( K^T \) is the transpose of \( k \) values.

Ideally, performing attention to all components in sequences would preserve all information embedded between them, but doing so would require a great number of computing resources. Calculating attention between components in an \( n \)-length sequence would require \( n^2 \) computations. Thus, attention models such as Transformer [11], BERT [12], etc., had maximum input length limitations such that the models could be efficient and powerful.

Manzil et al. [13] presented a pattern for performing attention: instead of computing attention to all permutations, compute attention for those i) were close to each other, ii) were the first or second component, and iii) were randomly selected, as shown in Fig. 8. It demonstrated similar, some even better, performance compared to other attention models.
Fig. 8. (a) Full attention compared to (b) Big Bird attention

In the experiment, the Transformer model obtained a BLEU score of 10.45 after training for 30 epochs. It was much lower than the original paper listed, where it achieved a 41 BLEU score on English to French translation. The original paper trained with 6 encoder layers and 6 decoder layers on 45 million pairs of sentences, while the experiment conducted in this report had 1 encoder layer and 1 decoder layer trained on 130 thousand pairs of sentences. However, some intuitive results would be shown to provide insights into the attention model. Fig. 9 showed that the model could learn phonetics (“Diego” was translated in an acceptable but different way), semantics (“can”, “how”, and “find out” were all translated into synonyms), and sentence structures (the model successfully attend 2005 to tokens that were in the front and put it in the front).
VII. CONCLUSION

From Section II to Section VI, various machine translation techniques were reviewed. It strengthened the belief that document-level MT was needed because it required an impractical amount of computing power with current technologies to perform document-level MT. During the experiments completed in Sections V and VI, compromises were needed due to insufficient computing power.

Besides the proposed hierarchical attention, the sparse attention mechanism [13] indicated another path for achieving document-level MT: as sparse attention models required the number of attention linear to the length of the input size, it could handle inputs that were quadratically longer than models like Transformers. Common configurations for Transformers had an input length limitation of 1024-long, with sparse attention, the limitation could be increased to $2^{20}$-long, which should be
sufficient for most documents. If sparse attention itself was insufficient to obtain acceptable performance, the concept could be applied to hierarchical attention. The proposed hierarchical attention model was to first apply attention mechanisms to sentences or paragraphs then apply attention to abstracted information from the first attention. References across multiple paragraphs were possible but most likely less often, and therefore sparse attention could be applied on the second level of attention.

The conducted studies and experiments reinforced my sequence processing skills and introduced useful libraries with which I was not familiar. Older technologies such as RBMT and SMT were explored in Deliverables 1 and 2, which involved a great deal of sequence processing, especially regular expression, skills. Although the data planned to be used in the final project might be already preprocessed, regex skills would still be handy to fix small defects in the dataset. In Deliverables 3 and 4, several libraries, such as SentencePiece [14], SacreBLEU [15], fairseq [16], etc., were used. Those libraries would be helpful in prototyping and proving concepts.
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